Is it time to rename the AFL and NRL Premiership?

Opinions are divided with a quarter unsure

In light of recent changes to the A League

Is there a preference around the name?

name, a sample of general sports followers

Two options were presented under ‘Yes’:

were asked whether the AFL, NRL and other
codes should take a similar approach.

Opinions are divided, with the jury still out for

1. AFL or NRL Premiership and then refer to
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many: over a quarter are undecided.
However, for those seeking a change there

are currently marginally more in favour than
against (39% vs 32%).
Importantly there are distinct and significant

Other,
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Youth etc.)
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Premiership
More opted for Option 1 than Option 2

(30% vs 11%). N.B. multiple response was
allowed which explains why the overall yes
score is 39%).

or passing follower of the AFL or NRL, and by
different demographic audiences. To find
out who is the most supportive and most
averse to a name change, get in touch via

No, 32%

www.truenorthresearch.com.au.

Q. The A league has recently renamed its competitions. The men’s, women’s and youth leagues
have been brought together under the A-League banner (replacing the previously named WLeague). Do you think the NRL, AFL and other codes should follow a similar approach?
Base: n=736 General sports followers
Source: True North Research BenchMark Study Sept/Oct 2021
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The results in this report come from True North’s broader BenchMark Study

Sample is Australian residents aged 16+ (weighted to
be nationally representative of age, gender, state)
Wave 7: n=4035
Wave 6: n=4540
Wave 5: n=3822
Wave 4: n=4832 (includes New Zealand sample)
Wave 3: n=4310
Wave 2: n=4291
Wave 1: n=4299

Online survey runs biannually.
Wave 7: 20th Sep – 15th Oct 2021
Wave 6: 14th - 31st May 2021
Wave 5: 9th - 30th Oct 2020
Wave 4: 27th Mar - 22nd April 2020
Wave 3: 18th Sep - 10th Oct 2019
Wave 2: 4th Apr - 3rd May 2019
Wave 1: 10th - 31st Oct 2018

To date BenchMark has evaluated:
16 competitions in detail plus a further 7 in brief;
121 teams including 19 National sides (18 Australian,
plus the All Blacks), 2 State of Origin teams, 95
Australian league teams, 5 New Zealand league teams;
2800+ sponsorships from over 1350 sponsors.

BenchMark provides a truly independent
resource of how sports properties are viewed in
the market.
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One overall metric for a team’s emotional
connection score (BenchMark EC Score™)
Teams rated on 80+ metrics

Respondents must be at least ‘somewhat familiar’
with team being rated
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More insights from True North…

Post Winter 2021 BenchMark
Report

The Role of the individual in
deepening connection to teams

Sporting Bodies – Performance
Assessment & Areas of Focus

Available to purchase, get in touch for
more information and report inclusions

Summary report available on our website
soon, full report available to purchase

Available to purchase, get in touch for
more information and report inclusions

To access our most recent published reports head to our website.
To find out more about our reports, inclusions and price get in touch.
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